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PRACTICIAN OR PRACTITIONER.-The Medical News, in an interest-
ing editorial on "Questions of Nomenclature," characterizes the terni
practitioner in the following language: "Medical language has a
somewhat fatalistic tendency to philologic barbarisrn that healthy
modern minds should withstand. No science is so given to absureli-
ties of nomenclature. Even a much-used synonym of physicians is
philologically more than outlandish. The French have a word pra-
ticien for one who practises, for example, the law, and we have the
same word in medical English, unused, but properly formed-rac-
tician. With megalosaurean wit we devise and use the linguistic
outrage, practitioner. With just as much reason should we say
academicianer or den/istianer. A practiser is, of course, one who
practises ; a practitioner, therefore, must be one who practitions !"

LADY DoCToR oR PHYSICIENN.-A weekly penny paper called
Answers, which is said to circulate by the milliori, suggests " Phy-
sicienne " as a title for female members of the medical profession, by
way of an alternative for doctora or doctorina, and othec equally
euphonious designations. Perhaps the suggestion is intended as a
witticism, for the journal aims, not very successfully, at facetiousness,
but if so we question whether the real point of the joke will be
apparent to the majority of readers. The meaning ordinarilv attached
to the word "physicien " in French is conjurer or mountebank ; a
man who extracts teeth coran populo, makes omelets in d hat, or pro-
duces endless lengths of ribbon out of his mouth ; and although the
feminine inflection is absent from the dictionary, "physicienne " can
only be regarded as standing for the female of that ilk.-Provincial
Medical Journal.

STEARNS' CASCARA AROMATIC is an aromatic, sweetened fluid
extract of Cascara Sagrada, and is applicable in ail cases where regular
Cascara is indicated. As a palatable preparation it is far superior to
Cascara Cordial and similar preparations, and has the additional
advantage of being concentrated, and may therefore be administered
in correspondingly smaller doses. Recent investigations of Cascara
have shown the bitter principle to be devoid of laxative or desirable
therapeutic properties, and, taking advantage of these facts, Cascara
Aromatic was prepared by a suitable process which elininates the
bitter principle entirely. The bitter is not merely masked, but is
removed entirely. The resulting product is a valuable remedy in
chronic constipation and dyspepsia, and indigestion accompanied by
constipation. It increases intestinal peristaltic action and stimulates


